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Letters to the Editor
Plotting America’s Collapse
Democrats are executing the infamous Cloward-Piven strategy to catastrophically collapse our economy
so America can be remade as a socialist tyranny — certainly at least fascist, but possibly even
communist.

Illegal immigration is one of the key components of their strategy. Our welfare system and medical care
are to be overwhelmed by millions who will rely on cradle-to-grave welfare, free medical care, and
education in their native language so they don’t need to assimilate. There is talk of giving them
Medicaid. Illegals (being dumped heavily in swing states) will then show gratitude by voting for
Democrats, replacing black and Latino voters leaving the Democrat party.

Severe inflation is being created by massive government spending. It diminishes savings and
purchasing power, as well as the quality of life for most Americans. Massive spending bills are designed
to increase national debt far beyond the point at which we will be able to service it, and inflation will
greatly exacerbate this problem. This will make further debt increases impossible, while social-spending
demands continue to increase. We will be bankrupted.

The supply chain is deliberately being allowed to collapse, with possible intervention to clear
roadblocks being withheld. Racial strife generated by CRT and similar hyper-racist programs is
designed to divide us with anti-white bigotry and convince people of color they are unable to succeed
because of their color. 

Marvin Mathiak
Sent via e-mail

The Next Move
Although there are many moves being made against America, the most pressing is destruction of
election integrity. Now we have Joe Biden telling us how he will not flinch or waver in his support of the
Democrats’ efforts for “election integrity,” and will fight all enemies of America, foreign and domestic.
I’m sorry, I hate to generalize, but this guy has lied to us every step of the way, from day one, about
everything.

All efforts made by Democrats regarding elections are basically to gain control of elections and control
of America. They refuse to clear inaccurate information from voter-registration lists of the 50 states,
which would assure us of an accurate count. They, at their very core, are against voter ID, which is
merely a way of assuring the person voting is an American citizen. On these two issues, there is no
debate; they admit their position.

Now they are attempting to take authority over elections away from the states and impose federal
regulations and conditions on the election process. In doing so, they would have the power to grant
voting rights to illegal immigrants and allow mail-in ballots from anyone (much different than absentee
ballots, which are always verified). Mail-in ballots are important to them because when an election isn’t
going their way, they figure out how many votes they need to win and, suddenly, the poll workers are
counting the arriving “mail-in ballots.” This is how one party gains control over a country.
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Pay attention to what goes on in Washington regarding the elections. If the federal government gets
control over our election process, we will no longer have a say in what happens in America. The federal
government will decide what we can and cannot do. America will be gone, and we will be ruled by “the
State.”

What can you do? Get involved in your local politics, ensure patriots are being elected to public office,
and vote out those who refuse to stand up and put America first. We need our states to be strong. Most
importantly, talk to people, make them aware of what is going on, and ask them to get involved.

Frank D. Lovell
Sent via e-mail
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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